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Abstract

Results and Discussion

Respirator donning simulation

The COVID-19 pandemic has motivated the increasing use of nontraditional face coverings, such as do-it-yourself (DIY) cloth-based face
masks and 3D-printed respirators, to reduce the spread of the infection.
3D-printed respirators, in particular, have the potential to provide a
stopgap solution in health care and military facilities when conventional
respirators are in short supply. However, their performance is dependent
on the characteristics of the filter material and the physical fit to the
wearer, among other factors.
Herein we present the development of a methodology for evaluating 3Dprinted respirators. The simulation protocol consists of two parts: 1. A
mechanical simulation of the respirator frame being donned on a
headform.2. A fluid simulation to simulate breathing, particle leakage, and
the overall performance of the respirator.
The modeling framework established in this study presents an alternative
tool for rapidly performing fit testing of 3D-printed respirators during a
public health emergency.

Introduction

A finite element analysis (FEA) is performed to virtually don the
respirator on a standardized National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) headform. This simulates the positioning of the respirator
frame on the headform as well as the position and size of gaps between the
respirator frame and face. These simulations were performed in LS-Dyna
software (Ansys, Inc., Canonsberg, PA, USA).

Breathing and leakage simulation
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is performed to estimate
the leakage of bio-aerosols of various particle diameters through the gaps.
Using CFD allows calculation of flow split between the filter material and
gaps, gap size characterization, and calculation of how changes in design
and filter material affect both. These simulations were performed in Ansys
Fluent software (Ansys, Inc., Canonsberg, PA, USA).

A two-part validation process was developed to ensure that the
simulation faithfully recreates the experimental conditions.

FEA Validation
Of primary importance for the respirator donning simulation is the
resultant contact patch between respirator frame and headform. For this
validation step we apply paint to the frame and observe where the paint is
transferred to the physical headform. The contact patch is then compared
to surface pressure data from the FEA.
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Respirator design variation
The gap profiles and contact locations between the 3D-printed respirators
and headform are obtained from the FEA simulations. Using the CFD
simulations, the leakage of aerosol particles through the gaps between the
respirator frame and headform are visualized and quantified.
This evaluation process will be applied to:
a. Four frame designs from the NIH print exchange shown in Figure 5.
Each of these will be paired with the corresponding size of NIOSH
standard headforms.
b. The effect of several post-processing steps such the application of a foam
liner for improved fit and frame-to-face gap reduction.

Respirator design investigations
Details such as the positioning of the straps used to don the respirator and
the inclusion of a soft foam liner to improve fit are also considered. The
simulation results are compared with experimental data to establish the
credibility of the numerical technique.
(a) FEA pt. 1

The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in the increasing use of face
coverings, such as do-it-yourself (DIY) cloth-based and 3D-printed
respirators, to reduce the spread of the infection. 3D-printed respirators
have the potential to provide a stopgap solution in healthcare and
military facilities when conventional respirators are in short supply.
However, their performance depends on several factors including
characteristics of the filter material and the physical fit to the wearer.
Logistical limitations during the pandemic may limit the ability to
perform traditional experiment-based conformity assessments.
Computational modeling approaches such as the one proposed here can
address this limitation and can also help create person specific
repositories for diverse and ever evolving designs of 3D-printed
respirators.
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Materials and Methods
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Figure 5. Four examples of 3D-printed respirator designs investigated
using the techniques detailed herein
Figure 3. FEA validation example (a) paint-based experiments (b)
pressure data from FEA. Arrow indicating corresponding contact points
for clarity.

(b) FEA pt. 2

foam liner

CFD Validation
The CFD portion is calibrated against a series of in-house experiments.
These experiments provide the pressure drop and filtration efficiency of the
simulated filter material. Matching bulk values between experiments and
simulations provides a basis for more in-depth analysis in the simulations.
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Figure 6. Foam liner vs. no foam liner
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Conclusion
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The modeling framework established in this study presents an alternative
tool for rapidly performing fit testing of 3D-printed respirators during a
public health emergency. In addition, the verified and validated
computational model may be used to inform new respirator designs
and will provide much needed characterization for this new and evolving
category of personal protective equipment.
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Figure 1. Comparison of (a) 3D-printed respirator frame and (b)
modeled respirator frame
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Figure 2. Examples of two-part simulations: (a) Strap tensioning FEA
simulation (b) Respirator donning FEA simulation (c) breathing and leakage
CFD simulation, including boundary conditions for the flow simulations.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of experimental test chamber with headform (b)
Snapshot of pathlines in CFD simulation.

